ROSENFIELD PROGRAM
in public affairs, international relations, and human rights

2016-17 Events
Symposia
September 6-8
Global Politics of Migration and Refuge
• Grinnell Faculty Panel Discussion, “Setting the Context for Migration and Refuge”
  Leif Brottem, assistant professor of Political science; David Campbell, professor of biology and Henry R. Luce Professor of Nations and the Global Environment; Xavier Escandell, associate professor of Anthropology; Sharon Quinsaat, instructor in Sociology.
• Recent Immigrants and Refugees in Iowa, Panel Discussion of New Iowans
• Rawan Arar, Doctoral Candidate, Sociology, UC San Diego; graduate student researcher at Center for Comparative Immigration Studies, “Shouldering the Refugee Burden: Jordan and the Global Refugee Crisis”
• Kathleen Newland, Co-Founder and Senior Fellow at the Migration Policy Institute, “The New Drivers of Foreign Policy and International Relations: People on the Move”
• Faranak Miraftab, Professor of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Illinois, “Global Production of Migration and Displacement: Insights on the Meatpacking Industry in the Midwest”
• SCHOLARS’ CONVOCATION, Roberto Gonzales, Assistant Professor of Education, Harvard University, “From Undocumented to DACAmented: Understanding Legal Status in a New Policy Context”
• Panel Discussion: “Alumni Legal Perspectives”
  Charles Adkins-Blanch ’84, Vice Chairman, Board of Immigration Appeals, U.S. Dept. of Justice; Dree Collopy ’04, Partner/Attorney, Benach Collopy LLP; Deisy Del Real ’07, Doctoral Candidate, UCLA, Invited Doctoral Researcher at the University of Buenos Aires; Jillian Kong-Sivert ’91, Law Office of Jillian Kong-Sivert, PLLC.

March 7-9
Technology and Human Rights
• Eugeny Morozov, author of The Net Delusion and To Save Everything, Click Here, “Do We Have a Right to Our Data? Data Ownership and the Inequality Debate”
• Mark Latonero, lead researcher, Data & Human Rights Initiative at the Data & Society Research Institute in New York, NYU visiting scholar, “Data, Technology, and Vulnerable Populations”
• Sarah Labowitz ’04, co-director of the Center for Business and Human Rights, NYU Stern School of Business, “The Robots Are Coming: Technology, Work, and Labor Rights”
• SCHOLARS’ CONVOCATION, Opal Tometi, Co-Founder of the Black Lives Matter Movement, Executive Director at the Black Alliance for Just Immigration, “The Role of Technology in the Black Lives Matter Movement”
• Joan Linder ’82 Artists@Grinnell Gallery Talk: Operation Sunshine
• Human Rights Wikipedia Edit-a-thon

Student Internship Colloquia
September 1
• Enrique Castano ’17 Law Office of Jillian N. Kong-Sivert, PLLC – Phoenix, AZ
• Morgane Garnier ’19 Center for Constitutional Rights – New York City, NY
• Shannon Hautzinger ’18 Equal Employment Opportunity Commission – Chicago, IL
• Emily Howe ’17 Esrunoto Emaa – Arusha, Tanzania
• Jonathan Sundby ’17 Pittsburgh Post-Gazette – Pittsburgh, PA

February 2
• Sydney Banach ’18 ACLU of Nebraska – Lincoln, NE

Rosenfield Program Alumni Events
October 5  Greg Thielmann ’72, Retired Senior Fellow at the Arms Control Association, former State Department Intelligence Analyst
March 6  Harry Krejsa ’10, Research Associate at the Center for New American Security, "Iowa, China, & Trump"
March 2  Kenneth Adelman ’67, UN Ambassador and Arms Control Director for President Ronald Reagan, “Reagan at Reykjavik”

Current Event Discussions
November 11
Election Analysis: Faculty Panel
Doug Hess ’91, Assistant Professor of Political Science, Wayne Moyer, Professor of Political Science, Barbara Trish, Professor of Political Science

February 1
Executive Order Teach In
Lectures and Panels
September 17 - Constitution Day
Chase Strangio '04, Staff Attorney, ACLU's LGBT & AIDS Project, "We Just Need to Pee: Situating Trans Bodies in Public and Legal Discourse"

October 13 - World Food Prize Lecture
Ranjitha Puskur, Senior Policy Advisor for CGIAR, Program on Aquatic Agriculture Systems, "Working with Women Farmers: What Have We Learned"

October 13
Colonel Lawrence Wilkerson, Professor of Government and Public Policy, College of William and Mary, "The Foreign Policy and National Security Implications of Global Climate Change"

December 1
John Price '60, Grinnell College Trustee, President and CEO, Federal Home Loan Bank of Pittsburgh, retired; Former Special Assistant to President Nixon, "The Path to Eisenhower: The Struggle for the Soul of the Republican Party" co-sponsored by the Dean's Office

January 25 - Martin Luther King Jr. Day
Erika Lee, Distinguished McKnight University Professor, Rudolph J. Vecoli Chair in Immigration History, Director of the Immigration History Research Center, University of Minnesota, "Immigrant Rights and African American Freedom Struggles" co-sponsored by the Office of Diversity and Inclusion

February 9
David Orr, Paul Sears Professor of Environmental Studies & Politics, Oberlin College, "Climate Change and the Crisis of American Democracy"

February 13
Junot Díaz, Author, Pulitzer Prize Winner in Fiction. Craft Roundtable; Reading, Q&A and Booksigning
SOL, Office of Diversity and Inclusion; Intercultural Student Affairs; Writers at Grinnell; Student Activities, and SGA

February 23
Peter Pomerantsev, author. "Nothing is True and Everything is Possible: Post-Face Politics from Russia to the West" co-sponsored by the Chrystal Fund; Russian, Central, and Eastern European Studies Concentration, and the Russian Department

February 28
W. Kamau Bell, comedian, "The W. Kamau Bell Curve: Ending Racism in About an Hour" co-sponsored by the President's Office; Office of Diversity & Inclusion; Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies; and the Center for the Humanities

Rosenfield Program Event Grants
September 29
John H. Evans, Professor of Sociology and Associate Dean of Social Sciences, University of California-San Diego, "What is a Human? Public Views and the Impact on Human Rights"

September 30, October 28, November 18, December 2
Discussion Group: Theory and Practice of the Coalition. The Emerging Left and Social Movements In and Beyond Election Season

October 7,8
Veronica Pejril, Interim Director of Instructional and Learning Services at DePauw University, "So you want to start a podcast?" Publishing Spoken-Word and Oral Histories with New Media. Digital Storytelling: Transcending Text with New Media. Co-sponsored the Center for the Humanities, Digital Bridge for Humanistic Inquiry.

October 27
French Table - Special Edition: "One Year After the Paris Attack"

November 17
Caroline Heldman, Associate Professor of Politics, Occidental College, "The New Campus Anti-Rape Movement: Networked Activism for Change"

November 28
Panel: Firsthand Stories from Standing Rock

April 12
Short Film Screening: Fidelity (Sadakat, 2014)

April 20
Moya Bailey, Ass't Professor of Department of Cultures, Societies, and Global Studies; Women's, Gender, and Sexuality Studies, Northeastern University,

Event Series

Election Coffees
September 13
Sarah Purcell '92, Professor of History, "Nastiness in American Politics: It's Nothing New"

September 27
Gerald Lalonde, Professor Emeritus of Classics, "Electoral Systems of Ancient Athens"

October 25
Ron Rapaport, John Marshal Professor of Government at the College of William and Mary, "The Final Stretch"

November 1
Anthony Koch, Doctoral Candidate, Linguistics, Rice University, A Cognitive Linguistics Analysis of the 2016 U.S. Presidential Campaign"

November 15
Josh Voorhees, Senior Writer Slate Magazine, "Analyzing the Election"

November 17
John Norris, Partner, SPPG, Former Obama Appointee and Raynard Kington, Grinnell College President, "An Insider's View of Presidential Transitions"

February 7
Hans Kundnani, Senior Transatlantic Fellow; German Marshall Fund, "Europe in the Era of Trump"

Practical Politics Coffees
April 11
Raynard Kington, President Grinnell College, "Becoming Engaged: The Soft Power of Committee Membership"

May 9
Patrick Caldwell '09, Reporter, Mother Jones, "Facing the Facts: Journalism in the Age of Trump"